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In my

night sleeping I go
to that other
place
where angels be
and books
of eternity
future

present
past

I have a pass
to see the
books
but long it has been
since I have
gone to read
The book is light
- my soul
does see
Yet my mind
cannot receive
The connectors
are in much
disrepair

disuse
Long ago did
I read the
all-knowing
vibrations

I now cautiously
reach out for
words and
thoughts
for the old lessons
long forgotten
long-unused
now unknown
I will walk
or fly to that
sacred place
where All That Is
is written
I speak out
that I will take
the responsibility
I will read the book
for a while
What is it that I
shall read
It is of
peace and
knowledge
Light and
Love

All that is to
make us free
to override
this place
for a millenium
The New Age comes
and I am here
to help walk it in
I have set my
life in this
New Age
and begin to see
the end of this new millennium
and my role as
reader and
father
of this coming age
to be
880125

From long ago I came
to this time and
place
I am

and I have
I pondered all

Most of all
I ponder why
and for why
am I
now
May I see
come and go
touch me
me them
No expectations
do I have for
future events
or transactions
I understand
that I am alone
always with
many but
apart
Maybe I have come
to the wrong place

Maybe my soul
was to be
somewhere beyond
I think not
I think that
I am a

solitary soldier

without a killing
war
How do I escape
the call of battle
provided past
doors
But wars for my
race and kind
are not now
in place
What mundane day
to day
what moronic
breathing
I must go now
to my world of
fantasy of
dreams unseen
and times
not now

I must go
to that special place
where my soul rides
waves of etheric dust
where psychic eyes
see all
Fear not
I shall return
I will not leave
Take heart
for I bring you
words and pictures
of those special
places
Take hold
my hand
and know
that I as you
am
880125

Come to the sun
come from the
earth
Break free
explode into
the All There Is
Ignite the
eternal fire
feed the
forever
flame
Time comes
time goes
Time withdraws
miss not
the train
880102

The Frankincense
vapors go forth
to the great spirit
and calls to council
medicine men
of the prairie
For ten thousand years
plus ten thousand years
the heritage of
this earth yields up
all those who have
known the
Spirit of the Sky
It is here that I have been born
I am from
this ground
from which I
draw my Spiritual strength
Many have worked this ground
as they have consecrated
other parts of this
earthly home
Some are more attached
here than others
They have spent more
time in this space
and lost more blood
on this ground

These men of old
are the ones who now
come to teach me
the old wisdom
the Universal law
I am the altar
that calls forth
each and all
Native men of the earth
Medicine Men
My blood is not their blood
but my spirit is their spirit
I am one with them
but by blood apart
I am a melting pot
of many bloods
so that all may
call me
but none
claim me
The nine gather
around me
they are the channelers
for all the rest
The blue light
illuminates our forms

The blue stars
twinkle thickly
about the altar
Seven days we sit
each night we ponder
each night
the energy grows
On the seventh
I shall have three
questions given
which I am to ask
These three are the keys
to the door to
my tomorrow years
I will be told
what I need to ask
and I will be
given the answers
My vision quest
will materialize
into the conscious realm
For now
I go about my daily chores
tonight the ritual
begins again
Three nights of the seven have
come and gone

Two nights
a break of one
a night of two
I await with
sacred patience
I keep my soul
in a peaceful place
The time draws near
destiny begins to manifest
I prepare to listen
I make ready to stand
and answer the call
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Cosmic dust
brings from
far extremes
of the
All
mirrors of the
infinite
varieties of
being and
nothingness
I catch a bean
a particle dust
I see the world of
it’s birth
I see all
and all mirrors
me
I am a cosmic
man
I am cosmic dust
I see infinity
and travel its
forever waves
forever
I am a night
rider
A star traveler

Yet I travel
beyond where the
stars lay
To those places
where only the
fearless and
foolish go
But neither am I
I was there before
they
Well I know
the birth of them
For before I was
I am
before I am
was I

And after
All That Isam I
880222

A New Age
now comes
The sun
the sun of
tomorrows
now approaching
peace
appears
appears above
We reach out
and up
in purple ecstasy
we reach toward
that new
day
to the dawn
of the
New Age
880326

From the perfect
Light
comes the light
of you

of me

of all that
I am
of All
880320

Etheric winds
blow
blow waves
Vibrations of past years
distant times
warm my
soul
Cool winds
caress my
hair
as my eyes
grasp

Far off in the
distant night
880327

the heavenly
lights

On April 1, 1988, Good Friday and April Fool’s day, I
committed to devoting my life to advocating peace and
WorldPeace and committed to change my birth name legally to
John WorldPeace.
One tradition indicating a metamorphosis and one a foolish act.
Linda Lee and Cia’ Sun were present when I made this
commitment. I was going to change my name to John World
Peace but Cia’ said there are other John Peace’s in the world
and I should change my name to John WorldPeace and have a
unique name. I agreed.
The court order for the name change was signed on April 5,
1988, in the district court Houston, Harris County, Texas
On Easter Sunday, April 3, 1988, I went to Carmel Temple in
Houston and painted a picture for the chapel.
On April 6, 1988, I wrote “The WorldPeace Beacon” (below)

Mountains of joy
arise and appear
in purple
pastel
The God of Love
designates our
Angel of
pure Light
The landscape
of our being
comes forth
in love
in yellow
in blue
in perfect purple
Come now to me
little one of
love’s night
Come that I may
caress your
forehead
and bathe your
beautiful being
in Universal
loves pure
light
Come lay
your head
in the lap
of my light

Cast your eyes
on all that
I am
Come gaze
at all that
is you
From the high
Heaven
From the Universal
All There Is
From inside
your heart
and soul
I come
Time in
your reality
is carefully
marked and
measured
Endless
beginnings
and endings
of seconds
minutes
hours
into the
Cosmic All

Time and
knowledge of
time dulls
your precious
spirit
with finite
thoughts
Reach forth now
reach out and
beyond
All
that you
can conceive
Reach out to me
and all that I am
And as you reach
out-others
expand in
your light
Come,
come now
I give you
love
Embrace the love
Embrace the
Universe
Launch your
infinite
soul

Come to the
reality of
loves Universal
light
The New Age
comes
Lead your flock
into its light
880328

Comes now
the dawning of a new
day
The world turns
and the Universe
whorls
All That Is
cycles and
turns

and vibrates
forever amen

In my tiny space
in the Infinite
galaxy
I light my
fire
I transform
I metamorphosize
I reach out
to Heaven
and lay aside
the burdens
of yesteryear
I walk naked
into the new light
toward the
Golden Sun

I take forth
what I have been
my spirit
my eternal
essence
I lay all

from this earth
aside

I walk forth
with an old body
with new life
I merge my
spirit into
the Eternal Light
I renew my
soul
I vibrate in peace
The Angels cleanse
me in these
three days
They work on me
as I move about
daily tasks
Tomorrow comes
the day of birth
of Resurrection

My life of light
now begins
A New Age
Now begins
I am born
again

into the
Light

of the New Age
the first day
of my new life
My soul is launched
on the eternal path
of Light
Come now
All That Is
I am your
light
I walk

the earth plane
a new man
a renewed soul

I look
forth into the
future

I see the rebirth
of millions
I see the
Light of
the sun
I welcome the days
of resurrection
Peace comes
light shines forth
the New Age
begins
The new millennium
is birthed
I thank the Universe
for my new eyes
I thank All That Is
for all that I now am
I thank God
for the coming days
880402

THE WORLDPEACE BEACON
I have a dream
that all the World
was at peace
I dreamed that
I and my paints
traveled the
world path
Painting vibrations
of WorldPeace
I have a dream
that all the
spirits of the
Heavens
And the God of
All the Universe
traveled by
my side
As I brought
the light of love
and love of
peace
To each and every
mountain valley
sea and
plane

To each and all
that travels
the blessed
Earth
One man
WorldPeace
One message
WorldPeace
I have a dream
that with each
passing
and with each
painting
A beacon of love
was forever
established
forever
ignited
forever to
burn
Peace and Light
One simple man
WorldPeace
One simple message
WorldPeace

I have a dream
that all that is
pure in love
and light
come eternally
to touch
each tiny
beacon
To add light
to light
To make the earth
a beacon in the
infinite Heavens
to bathe the hearts
and minds of
All That Is
in Peace
in Love
in Light
I have a dream
that all who came
that all who
were called
to each infinite
light

Come forth away
with the infinite
gifts of God
of Health of Love
of Peace and
Understanding
That all who came
received
each according
to his needs
each according
to her love
And as they
traveled one
by one their
separate paths
Each carried
the love and peace
forever given
to each and
every
vibration of
the earth
Until that never-ending day
arrives

When each and every one
when all in all
Forever flows
in love’s most
precious gift
WorldPeace
880406
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